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headed figure, eighteen feet high, represent- 

ing the Hindoo Trinity above mentioned— 

z¢., Brahma the Creator, Vishnu the Pre- 

server, and Shiva the Destroyer. To the 

right. and left are the small caves, where 

are various sculptures and representations 

of Shiva: such as his marriage, the deity in 

his double character of male and female, as 

the Destroyer, as the Ascetic, etc., besides 

numerous other sculptured illustrations of. 

Hindoo mythology. One design bears so 
great an affinity to the story of Solomon’s 

judgment, that we are half tempted to 

believe it records that most Oriental deci- 

sion: a not very improbable conjecture, 

either, when we remember how deeply his 
memory is still reverenced in the East, as 

the chief of. magicians and hero of all 

miraculous deeds. 

In addition to this there are several other, 
but less important, caves on the island. In 

the course of his trip to India, the Prince 

  

     

    
   

   

¢ 5 moncst the greatest  curio- 

e\( \ sities of the American Con- 

\/ tinent are the gigantic trees 

ie found in the Mariposa Valley 
& in the State of California. 

A recent traveller graphi- 

cally describes his visit to 
them :— 

“The road led through a 
vast forest, with a dense 

3 undergrowth of flowering 

é shrubs which made the air 
heavy with their fragrance. The pines 
and redwood, which had been increasing 
in size ever since we left the plain, now 
assumed gigantic proportions. Again and 
again as I approached some forest giant, 

I asked, ‘Is that one of the big trees?’ 
But it- was only a redwood, attaining not 
more than the contemptible height of two 
hundred feet! At length the grove was 
reached, and -all that I had heard of these 

   

  

  

of Wales paid a visit to this remarkable 
spot. After inspecting the interior of the 
largest cave, which was lighted with pyra 
mids of oil lamps arranged in three lines, 
and various chandeliers, the Prince dined 

at a table placed just beneath the bust of 
the huge three-headed idol, upon whom the 

sacrilegious hands of unbelievers had fixed 
innumerable lamps. Notwithstanding the 
thousands of lights, a dim religious gloom 

pervaded the cave, and the effect is de- 
scribed as grimly theatrical. After viewing. 
the two smaller caves by the light of green 

and red fires, the Prince left the temple and 
re-embarked. Outside was a blaze of light;. 

on the top of the hill gleamed a huge 
bonfire and fireworks, lines of white, red, 

blue, and green lamps led down the sides, 

while the ships in the harbour were illumi 
nated from stem to stern, and saluted the 

royal steamer as she passed with portfires 

and thousands of rockets, 

WONDERFUL TREES. 
monarchs of the forest fell short of the 
reality. For their size I was prepared, but 
their beauty took me by surprise. The 
lines of the trunk reminded me of those of 
the modern lighthouses,—a broad base,. 

from which rises an exquisitely tapering. 
shaft, perfectly smooth and straight, to a 
height of two hundred or two hundred and 
fifty feet, when a vast crown of .branches is 
thrown out, many of which are as big as 

an ordinary tree. Unlike the redwood, to. 
which they are allied, they only grow in 
detached clumps or groves. Their Aadztat 
is on terraces varying from five to seven 
thousand feet above the level of the sea. 
The scientific name by which these trees. 
have been known in England is Wellingtonia 
gigantea, This, however, seems to have 
been given in mistake, under the errqneous 
idea that they formed anew species. Really 
they are a variety of the redwood or Seguota, 

| which grows abundantly and attains an


